Exploring spatiotemporal patterns in hurricane evacuation using crowdsourced location updates
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Floridians jam highways to flee wrath of Hurricane Irma
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Florida Gov. Rick Scott tells residents:
'You need to go right now'
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• Are the **similarities** among different storm events?
10 billion location updates per day
Location Update
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Post Processing → Volume
Live and historical traffic
Mapbox Location Data Coverage

44 countries
Bias

• Representation bias for a smartphone-based dataset
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- Analysis is done in San Francisco
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Observation I: Many people evacuate after work hours.
What routes are used during evacuation?
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Observation II: Lower capacity roads experience large increases in volume.
Hurricane Irma
South Florida, 2017
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Project Future
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  • Location data is consistent across time and space
• Build a model to predict which roads will be most congested and when.
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